























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































To illustate my procedure, let us consider the first waka of this third volume. This
waka happens to have been composed by Teika himself.
ko nu hi to o For one who comes not
ma tsu ho no u ra no I yearn; as, at Matsuho,
yuu na gi ni In the evening calm,
ya ku ya mo shi o no The salt-weeds are burnt aglow,
mi mo ko ga re tsu tsu. So parch’d am I for desire.
(Translated by Haruo Miyata)
In the fourth line we see the Japanese phrase, “mo shi o.” We may note that mo (sea-
weeds) + shio (salt) is an ancient way of salt-making, a well-known scene at Masuho
Shore on Awaji island. “Ma tsu ho” implies “to wait for some one.” Matsuho Shore, thus,
means the Waiting Shore. The women divers were yearning (that is, burning) for their
lovers who had not yet shown up. Their hearts were just like the smoke of the Waiting
Shore.
Teika’s waka reminds me of a New Testament figure, the father of the prodigal son in
Luke 15. This father, when his son “was yet a great way off, saw him, and had compas-
sion, and ran, and fell on his neck and kissed him.” Here is my Christian version.
en go ku ni For his son who went
a so bi u e ke mu To a far country, only
ko o ma te ru To idle away
chi chi ga mo shi o no His time and starve, the father’s 




An Anthology of Christian Tanka Poems
Based on the Ogura Anthology
H. Shimizu
The Ogura Anthology of one hundred waka poems, or tanka poems as they are now
called, has been a best-seller in every century since its compilation in the 13th century
by Fujiwara-no-Teika (1162–1241 ad).
A waka consists of two parts, the upper hemistitch with three lines in a pattern of 5-
7-5 syllables and the lower hemistitch with two lines of seven syllables each. In the
beginning of the 17th century, a memory game of cards based on the Ogura Anthology
was devised. A group of players is given a set of one hundred cards, each card containing
only the second half (the lower hemistitch) of one of the poems. The players are divided
into two groups which sit on the opposite side of a tatami (woven straw) mat. Each
group spreads its own fifty cards on the tatami mat. The game also requires a reader
who keeps another set of one hundred cards with a complete waka printed on each card
and who reads each waka one-by-one. Both sides listen carefully to the reader. As soon
as the reader begins to recite a poem, the players try to be the first to match that poem
with the corresponding card lying on the tatami mat. It must be remembered that the
card on the tatami-mat has only the second half of the poem printed on it. Each side
tries to get the most “matches,” and thus the most cards. A sharp player who knows by
heart every waka in the Okura Anthology can pick up the correct card as the first
syllable is read or even as the first sound in that syllable is pronounced.
It could be said that the Ogura Anthology and its associated card game symbolize
the Japanese mind and imagination. It is my desire to make a Biblical/Christian version
of each and every waka in the Ogura Anthology and, in this way, to contextualize the
Biblical stories into the form of Japanese literature.
For several years I have been publishing my Christian versions of these poems in this
journal, Christ and the World. This 1996 issue contains the third set of poems. My goal
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